The AVION’s Second Annual Rumplestilskin Beard Contest will get under way Monday, September 27th. Registration will be held from Monday, September 27th thru Friday, October 1st. Registration will be held at the AVION trailer any afternoon on the designated days. The contest will end Friday, December 3rd with prizes given for: most unique, neatly trimmed, and longest or fullest beard.

People who plan to register for the Rumplestilskin beard growing contest sponsored by the AVION must register in the AVION office, September 27 thru October 1, cleanly shaven. At this time a picture will be taken and judging procedures will be explained. A special large trophy will be awarded in each of the three classes: 1) longest or fullest, 2) neatest, 3) most unique.

Last year’s winners were Dennis Cunningham with the fullest, Carlton Crider with the most unique, and Don Nichols with the neatest. The judging will be held on Friday, December 3rd, in the AVION trailer. Refreshments will be served. All students as well as contestants will be invited. It is requested that all fraternities have at least one contestant representing them. The decisions of the judges will be final. Watch future issues of the AVION for progress in the beard growing contest.
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EUAU’S “EAGLES” WIN OPENER AT ST. LEO, 7-3.

SEE STORY ON PAGE 11.

Soccer Today vs. Miami-Dade B.B.Q. Sunday - Dorm 1, 1pm
Presidents Corner

Here it is—another week and another attempt to write a President's Corner. Again I draw your attention to the S.G.A. Bar-B-Q this Sunday, and if you would like to get some return on your $10.00 activity fee—attend. Monday, after the Bar-B-Q, if you're able, VOTE and if you don't vote, don't bitch. Hopefully there will be copies of the new constitution placed in obscure places so that you may again blindly vote on something that may greatly effect you.

REFORM AND YOU
by Cam McQuaid

After reading the proposed SGA Constitution, I can only hope that many students will find the time to read the draft and vote on it this Monday. This draft is the most professionally prepared Constitution the SGA has witnessed. Its impact on the University and you, the student, has been carefully planned to benefit the educational ideals of the institution. In the bill of rights section the drafters have delineated your right to attend classes without interference. Responsibility of course, goes hand-in-hand with the assertion of your rights.

The S.G.A. senate voted Tuesday to sell Cpt. K.J. Scribner's book, Your Future as a Pilot, in the S.G.A. office. Cpt. Scribner is a Senior Captain with Pan Am and many of you may remember him from his many appearances and lectures here at ERAU. But why sell his book? Because, Captain Scribner's book will sell for $4.00 - $2.00 of which will come back to you the students (not the administration) and for every $2.00 made by selling the book the President of Pan American Airlines will match with another $2.00. I won't critique the book because I have not read it, however I would imagine it to be interesting reading for anyone involved with aviation, and buying it benefits all.

Again—if you have any questions about the S.G.A. or other things that I might be able to answer drop me a note in Box 183, until next week...

SGA President

ATTENTION ENGINEERING STUDENTS

There will be an important meeting to discuss the accreditation of the B.S.A.E. Degree with the Engineering Council for Professional Development (E.C.P.D.) at the Sigma Phi Delta Fraternity House on Friday, September 24th at 8:00 PM.

What is the Engineering Council for Professional Development and why is it important? The Engineering Council for Professional Development is an organization established to maintain the highest standard in the Engineering profession. By issuing a professional license to those who have attended an accredited school and have successfully passed their exams.

To obtain a P.E. License the schools curriculum must first be certified by the state board of the E.C.P.D. Once the school is certified the engineer is eligible to take the E.C.P.D. exams. No engineer may be given a P.E. License without having attended an approved school with an approved curriculum. That curriculum must be a least 4 years in length.

What does this mean to you as a young engineer? It may mean a difference in salary or on advancement or in both.

Find out what has to be done to get Riddle certified.

Due to a demand for such, the Avion is starting a classified ads section which will appear weekly on campus. There will be no charge for the services so if you have something to sell or wish to buy something just drop off a few lines at the Avion trailer. Remember, the Avion is ERAU's widest circulated periodical, what better way to reach your prospective market than through us!
May I extend a welcome to all returning students, as well as the newly enrolled? As is the custom, if you haven't made your acquaintance at the Placement Office, please do so when you have the opportunity.

Things are looking up in our Placement office Operation. We have hired a secretary, Heide Avery, wife of student, Stephen L. Avery. Heide will be handling the student payroll and general secretarial duties.

I need to convey a few items to you in general. First there seems to be a misunderstanding about pay day. Pay days are the 6th and the 21st of each month unless either of these days falls during the weekend and then you are paid the preceding Friday. You may pick up your check at the Placement Office after 3PM on the days specified. Also, for students nearing graduation, please stop by the Placement Office at your convenience and fill out an information form for me.

I attended the Southern College Placement Association Workshop in July and would like to report a few things to you as students of ERAU. One of the Panel discussions was "Outlook in College Recruiting", this group placed grades as the most important consideration for employment; personality second; and appearance third; church-related private school seemed to have an edge; and references were thought to be important to recruiters this year.

Barbara Ahouse.

More From Placement

One of the unwritten obligations that every university accepts when it chooses to make its product education, is, in the opinion of this writer, a placement service.

The purpose of this placement service is to provide a time and place to bring industry representatives and graduating students together. There would be no need for this service if every student who graduated had enough money to interview every major industry in his chosen field. It would serve no purpose if the reputation of the university must, like any other business, sell its product if it expects to stay in business.

Young Republicans

The Bar-B-Q last weekend was a success! The members and prospective members enjoyed themselves until the wee hours of Sunday morning.

Plans were firm up for the upcoming party at the Beef and Bottle. October 1 (a Friday) at 8:00 looks like the date. The Volusia County YR's promised to attend, so the party looks very promising (they have lots of single females members).

The SGA elections are Monday. Don't forget to exercise your right to vote...you pay enough for it!

Steve Barbour

GOLF COURSE

From Dean Spears

The Daytona Beach Golf and Country Club is planning to offer a Golf Clinic for men (beginners & intermediate players).

The tentative date for beginning the lessons is September 27th. There will be six lessons, with three per week. They will be on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday at 8:00 to 9:00. All members enjoyed themselves.

If interested contact Daytona Beach Golf and Country Club, Phone 255-4517, ask for Gary Thompson or Mike McCoy, teaching professionals.
FROM THE "BULLETIN BOARD"

UNIQUE! ERAU is the only University in the country where the Dean of Women is the Coach of the Men's Soccer Team! Lest you think this to be the ultimate in Fem Lib please remember that the ERAU Dean of Women is Vice-President Herbert Mansfield who hosted the "tea" for ERAU Coed last Friday afternoon (sans soccer-sneakers). On Sat. the ERAU Eagles won their match with St. Leo, 7-3, Soccer to 'em, Coach.

STILL ON SOCCER... The Eagles tangle with MIAMI DADE NORTH this Friday, Sept. 24th at 3:30 pm at the field across from the Administration Building. Coach informs us this will be no tea party! Admission free... bring your own folding chairs.

GILL ROBB WILSON MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE CENTER construction is proceeding apace. Steel girders are up for two of the three buildings. ERAU will make permanent occupancy in March of '72. It's fun watching a dream turn into reality.

Sailing Club

Want to impress a couple of chicks? Want to gain a conversational, or better yet, an actual working knowledge of sailing? Then climb aboard and get acquainted with the newly organized E-RAU Sailing Club.

Sailing can be just an adventurous hobby, an occasional thrill, or a competitive sport in several respects. This and more is the objective of the newly formed Sailing Club.

A brief history might be interesting to all and incentive to prospective members, so here goes. The club was formally organized in Miami where there were adequate facilities for docking of both moderate as well as large day sailors. The club mainly consisted of "Suicide" and the familiar engineering building antique, the "Bullseye", of which I'm sure we have all wondered about. They were excellent boats (the "Bullseye's cost approx. $2400), but they required a large body of water (the Atlantic worked fine) in order to get full performances. Due to a mishap, called a hurricane, the "Suicide" committed suicide and was left in Miami due to her irrepairable condition, but the "Bullseye" was transported to "the world's most famous beach" where she starred in a picture as the "White Elephant" (filmed behind the engineering building for the past 4 years). The river was too shallow, polluted, and narrow to successfully use the boat, and the ocean had very few docks.

In Daytona the club purchased an "Aqua-Cat", a quick Catamaran surf type boat and progressively the club let everything run down, including the boat. Now, new members have decided to scrap old club ideas, since they obviously didn't work, and draw up a new constitution and think up a new name, which has already been done. We have some new ideas and we think the bigger part of them will work, making it profitable to the club; participating dealers and most important the enthusiastic sailor.

Through the thoughtful co-operation of President Hunt, whom we thank, we have unloaded the white elephant to a person in Miami, and plan in the future to apply this money towards a new boat. The club has worked out arrangements with Mr. Ed Giles, local Alcourt dealer (Sailboat Head quarters) to rent boats at the members convenience at reduced club rates by the hour, half day, or day, and free instructions to the inexperienced "Land lubber". The popular agile Sunfish may be rented as low as $1.50 per hour providing 2 people split the initial cost $3. He has a variety of boats, and the club objective is to eventually (through classroom knowledge and actual experience) get a competitive racing team organized and compete throughout Florida with universities such as U. of Florida. Mr. Giles and fellow club member employee Mike Hooper have considerable sailing and racing experience. Also, Mr. Giles has also kindly donated a mooring spot for our own Aqua Cat.

Still want to impress a couple chicks in the surf some weekend with an attention getting sailboat (you don't even have to think of a line) Then attend the lat meeting of the fall tri: Sept. 29, at 7:30 PM, Room 102, Academic complex.
Sigma Phi Delta

It seems hard to believe we're in our third week of school, but here we are, one fifth of the trimester gone. House activities have been directed toward hard study and improvements around the house. A fresh coat of paint replaces the tattered wallpaper on the ceiling in the living room of the north house and plans are underway to provide carport facilities for the Brothers.

Football replaces the comedies on Sunday morning. The Brothers of Sigma Phi look to have a fine season awaiting them. Although short on manpower the Brothers have developed a well-balanced attack with a defense to match. Sigma Phi is currently working with several of the administrators at Embry Riddle to gain recognition by the E.C.P.D. (Engineering Council for Professional Development). If you are an Engineer and are interested in helping yourself, stop by the Sigma Phi Frat House (519 S. Ridgewood Ave.) Friday, September 24th at 8:00 PM to find out more about E.C.P.D.

Until next week, we remain,

The Professionals

Alpha Eta Rho

Another week has whizzed by and in its aftermath left the Brothers wondering how time can fly by so quickly. This Sunday another great season of rock 'em, sock 'em football starts when Rho faces Sigma Phi Delta at 12:00. For all those hard core Brothers from last year, our second place finish will be avenged. To the newer crew, we hope last years spirit will carry over.

Now that things are a little more in order, Rho can produce the names of our twelve little pledges. Ed Andrews Jr., Ralph "Tony Boy" Azarian, Ed "Milley" Bular, Keith Cober, Chris Flores, William Goldstein, Michael McCarthy, Bruce McKeon, Ralph Owen, Stanley "Mani" Payne, Robert Peterson, and Leslie L. Williams, Jr. were accepted as pledges a week ago. Keep up the good work guys, the best is yet to come.

At the close of our weekly meeting on Monday, Cutris J. Poree introduced a close friend and associate of his for twelve years, as a guest speaker. Mr. Fred Pitcher, chief flight officer for Western Airlines, gave a short talk and held a question and answer period for the Brothers. Mr. Pitcher has concentrated his life's work in the fields of electronics and aviation, working both with the Navy and Civil Air Patrol until he received his A&P license, after which he was offered a course for flight engineers and a job aboard Boeing 720B's. Since then another degree and some design work on aircraft. In the future Mr. Pitcher will build a plane from one of his designs. All in all a most interesting and highly qualified man.

Monday's meeting also brought Mr. Bill Bass to our ranks as a professional associate member. Mr. Bass has worked at the Cape for RCA on Missile telemetry and has risen to the rank of Captain in the CAP. He will surely be a welcome addition to AHP in the years to come.

On a final note, too many of the Brothers have been going hungry Saturday mornings so Rho decided to schedule a series of luncheons designed from a professional outlook. This Saturday marks the first, 1:30 in the dining room at Lesters. Let's make this event successful and repetitious.

So till next week - Farewell.

Delta Chi

Our rush party turned out to be a great night for both brothers and guests. Our party lasted until 4 am. Many thanks to Tim our guitar player for the night.

Sunday was our first smoker to start off our pledge orientation. A second smoker will be held Wednesday of this week when formal initiation into pledging will be held.

This coming Sunday will be our first football game of the season. We have a new manager this year, commonly known as Charger. Have a good season Charger.

Casualties on the home front this week include brothers Bob Arigilla and Larry Lombardo. Both suffered football injuries. See you next week!
Sigma Chi

Saturday, September 18, ended a period of long preparation and hard work for the Brothers of Sigma Chi, and it also terminated a summer of pledging for Gary Clark of Longbeach, California. Nick Kropog and Tom Santurri, both from Michigan, and Neil Tiedt of Illinois, with their initiation into the Sigma Chi Fraternity. After the initiation, all were present, with wives and dates, at the party at President Hunt's home in Ormond Beach. It was a happy celebration with plenty of food and drink for all, thanks to the wives, whose efforts are most appreciated. We'd like to extend a special thanks to Heidi Avery, a most gracious hostess. A wonderful time was had by all.

Just a reminder to those of you who may have missed last week's article - This coming weekend is the Sigma Chi Rush: Sunday Afternoon Sept. 26th 2:00 PM until 4:00 PM Individual interviews and final consultation with potential pledges. All academic students who are over 14 credit hours and have attended at least 1 semester previously at Embry-Riddle or another university are eligible to pledge Sigma Chi. Also first trimester students are permitted to attend Rush at all fraternities at Embry-Riddle, even though they are not permitted to pledge. We encourage you to do so.

As you will see, we are proud of our fraternity - its national strength, its alumni, its rich heritage and its position on this campus. The strength of Sigma Chi lies in the diverse interests and accomplishments of its members. It is this very diversification that brings about the closeness and unity found in the fraternity.

Sigma Chi offers the individual and excellent opportunity to develop his potential in all facets of college life. We know that there are many of you students that are interested in our fraternity. So please stop by the Sigma Chi House located at 520 South Ridgewood Ave. to contact a Brother by leaving a message in ERAU Mail Box # 295 in care of Sigma Chi Rush Chairman before Rush begins.

CONT'D NEXT PAGE
The large influx of students this fall has brought the inventory at the Vets Used Book store way down, so check your book shelves and see if you can help us help you. It looks like we have a lot of great times coming this Tri. So how about all you incoming Vets and active duty folks joining the fun. Membership fees are only $5.00 per tri. Just watching Ray O'Donohue trying to play volleyball and drink beer at the same time at a beach party; or Jim Dailey chasing his dog up and down the beach make it well worth it.

That about wraps it up for this week, ya'll be good, drive careful and we will see you next week!

55¢ Lunches
every day
HOLIDAY INN
WEST
• Now Serving
Cafeteria Style
• Great Food
Servings Hours:
Breakfast
6:00 - 1:00
Lunch
11:00 - 2:00
Dinner
5:00 - 8:00
FREE! Piece of Pie With Your Meal | Present This Ad to Cashier

VETS ASSOC.

We sure hope the success of the Welcoming Party held Friday, September 10th at the Boars' Head Lounge is an indicator of things to come this trimester. President Hunt and a number of staff and faculty were there as well as some active duty folks and a whole bunch of Vets. Hats off to Howard Johnson's for some with the sight of curlers keeping them awake.

Friday, September 10th was the party the coeds spent an enjoyable time being entertained by our own Dean of Women, Dean Mansfield, at the annual Tea. The purpose of the Tea is for the women of the faculty and staff to meet the coeds, new and returning. Thank you Dean Mansfield.

The Coeds of Dorm 2 would like to thank Butch for his smiling face that greets us at 6 am every school morning. We truly enjoy having to stumble around in the dark because of the drawn shades and no lights so not to shock him with the sight of curlers and bathrobes. We wish to past this word to him which might make it easier on his sore neck, our stubbed toes, and his early morning passengers—please park in the car port in the mornings!

Last Friday afternoon the coeds spent an enjoyable time being entertained by the Boars' Head Lounge is an indicator of things to come this trimester. President Hunt and a number of staff and faculty were there as well as some active duty folks and a whole bunch of Vets. Hats off to Howard Johnson's for some with the sight of curlers keeping them awake.

On a hot day with fuel in the cylinders, engines have been known to "kick over" on their own. It only takes one good kick of a propeller to do substantial damage. Steer clear of a propeller at all times. Procedures are made to protect you. Don't lean on props, be cautious to stay clear when checking cylinders, prop shafts and spark plugs from the front of the cowling. There are many modern day pilots who have never hand prop started. They have missed a good bit of indoctrination. The propeller is your friend, don't be afraid of it... but respect it!
TWO SHOPS IN THE MYTONA BEACH AREA

856 N. Nova
Holly Hill Plaza

2224 S. Atlantic
across from Aku Tiki

ZAP COMICS ARE HERE!!!
TOP 100 8 TRACK TAPES
BOOKS - BOOKS - AND MORE - BOOKS!!!

TWO SHOPS IN THE DAYTONA BEACH AREA
The third regular meeting of the SGA Senate was held today in Room 108 with six officers and fifteen senators attending. A roll call showed the following Senate members in attendance: President Dan Smock, Vice President Jerry Nichols, Vice President Hank Copran, Secretary Ralph Dietz, Treasurer Louis Arroyo, Speaker Ron DeVoy, and Senators Dave Bonifield, Dave Harvey, Charles Matlock, Randel Niemann, Jim Owen, Gary Spangler, Ron Bateman, Bill Bass, Lee Barnett, Harry Dawson, Dennis Ferguson, Frank Mayer, Tom Paradis, Richard Spicer, and Robert Thams. Absent were Senators Fred Arbab, Roger Van Luven, Paul Arnold, Robert T. Arred. Absent were Senators Fred Arbab, Roger Van Luven, Paul Arnold, Dean Battersby, Bob Beech, Bob Knight, William Wallace, and Wayne Wedlake.

The meeting was called to order at 12:25 by Speaker of the Senate Ron DeVoy. The minutes of August 29 and September 7 were accepted as written unanimously.

President's Report. President Dan Smock appointed the following individuals to serve on the University Appearance and Dress Policy Committee: Dennis Ferguson from A & P, Lillian Henry from academics, and Jim Owen from flight.

A motion to appoint Ron DeVoy Speaker of the Senate for the remainder of his term in office was passed, 17 for, 0 against, 1 abstaining.

Your Future as a Pilot, by Captain Kimball Scribner, will go on sale soon in the SGA office. The price is $4, and aside from being worthwhile reading, it may prove profitable to students. $2 of every sale will be turned back to the SGA to use for the students' benefit, and Pan American will match the $2 turnback. So, for the $4 you spend on the book, you receive a $2 benefit through the SGA.

First Vice President. Individuals and organizations who have ordered trophies from Starlite Trophies are asked to pay for them and pick them up.

Social Functions. There will be a hamburger and beer barbecue at Dorm I, Sunday, September 26, at 1 p.m. Entertainment will feature Frankie Burke and the Individuals. I.D. cards are required. In connection with this, Dollars for Scholars campaign chairman Dave Harvey announced that a limited number of tickets are being sold on local college campuses. The $1 donation will benefit the Dollars for Scholars program, a scholarship fund that awards grants to local students (college and high school). Sunday's barbecue is free to ERAU, but a donation to Dollars for Scholars will be cheerfully accepted. A motion that the SGA donate $150 to the Dollars for Scholars campaign was passed, 15 for, 2 against, 1 abstaining.

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
New Constitution and By-Laws. A motion that the proposed new Constitution and By-Laws as presented to the Senate and accepted by the Senate be presented to the student body in a referendum for approval was passed by roll call vote, 13 for, 3 against, 2 abstaining. The referendum will be included in this Monday's election. Copies of the Constitution and By-Laws should be available to interested students at the SGA office Friday, September 24.

Blood Drive. The fall Blood Drive will be held October 7 and 8. Since all the classrooms in the new complex are full all day, the Drive will be held in Room 306 of the old Engineering Building (in front of the AVION trailer). The meeting was adjourned at 1:30 pm.

***************

AΠΩ

PROFESSIONAL FRATERNITY OF LICENSED AIRFRAME
AND POWERPLANT TECHNICIANS
INCORPORATING
Chapter Membership in the American Group of
***THE SOCIETY OF LICENSED AIRCRAFT ENGINEERS & TECHNOLOGIST***
London, England

General Purpose: *To promote honorable practice in the profession
*To create & maintain a unified spirit of cooperation within the profession
*To improve & elevate the technical, legal & general knowledge of our members
*To constitute & represent the largest A&P Professional Fraternal Organization in America

Member's Services: *Fraternity House - TBA
*Technical Library - ERAU & Via London
*S.L.A.E.T. Membership - Highly Recognized & Respected by Industry
*Appointments Registry
*Employment Service
*Overseas Information
*Lectures, Discussions, Films & Visits of Aeronautical Interest
*Awards
*Special Insurance Facilities
*Social Functions
*The Monthly Journal of the Society - "Tech-Air"
*The right to display Fraternal & Society Emblems

Fees: Pledge - (By Sponsored Invitation Only) - $5.00
Membership - (Upon Recommendation & Election) - $15.00
Per Semester - $6.00

Meeting: Wednesday Night - 7:30, Room # 107, ERAU Academic Complex

Scheduled Activities: (October) Pledge Party - 1st Week in October
Installation Banquet - 16th October
Saturday Night 8:30 - Beef & Bottle
Guest Speaker - TBA

***************

MOVIE NITE

WE SAW IT HAPPEN: A HISTORY OF AVIATION, FROM ITS BIRTH TO THE BEGINNING TO THE JET ERA. AVIATION PIONEERS TELL OF THEIR ROLES IN MAKING MANNED FLIGHT WHAT IT IS TODAY. SHOTS FOR EARLY AIRCRAFT AND THE MEN WHO BUILT AND FLEW THEM.

EVERYONE WELCOME

TIME: 8:00PM
PLACE: ROOM 108
DATE: MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1971
SPORTS

SOCCER

E.R. Soccer team started their season with exactly what they needed, a magnificent win over St. Leo College last Saturday, September 18th.

Gary Haupt (the captain) opened the scoring for the team followed by A. Fagbein (4 goals) who was in his best, and Tony Akabogu (2 goals), to end the game with a 7-3 victory.

There was a definite improvement shown in the co-ordination of the team over the beginning of last season.

A. Shivgi missed an open goal, while Z. Fagbein hit the post trying for a penalty shot.

This will need further care before meeting the N.C.A.A. Junior College "Champions" Miami-Dade, this Friday, the 24th of September, at our home field.

Miami-Dade (North) J.C. has over 23,000 students and fields a team which last year handled the Eagles in an 11-2 defeat.

A solid student body support will certainly help when this score will be reversed (hopefully) this year.

GAME TIME: 3:30 PM
GAME PLACE: Across the street from the Administration Building TODAY! BE THERE!

Whichever way you may swing... the TEAM got it right this time!

The BEST Selection of Unisex Clothing can be found at...

clothes quarters:

UNISEX BOUTIQUES
222 E. Granada Ave
Ormond Beach

Fashion Jeans in Low Rise Models
Skinny Rib Shirts
Double Knit Slacks
Free Incense

Clothes for Today's Guys and Chicks

WHERE OTHER MERCHANTS ARE CLOSING DOWNS BECAUSE THE TOURISTS SEASON IS OVER, WE ARE STILL OPEN TO SERVE YOU.

WHICH THE GRAND OPENING OF OUR SECOND GREAT STORE, AROUND OCT. 1, IN THE K-MART PLAZA ON VOLUSIA AVE.
Voting Monday

SENATOR POSITIONS OPEN IN ALL DIVISIONS
3RD VICE PRESIDENT
PLUS REFERENDUM ON THE NEW SGA CONSTITUTION
SIGN UP IN SGA OFFICE

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO HAVE A SAY IN WHAT HAPPENS. DON'T ALLOW THE ADMINISTRATION TO DICTATE, SHOW SOME INTEREST.
THE SGA NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT. HELP US TO HELP YOU.

PLAN TO VOTE AND OR RUN FOR OFFICE

CANDIDATES FOR VICE PRESIDENT
1. Ron Bateman A & P
2. Bob David A&P
3. "Skip" Fletcher AS
4. Hank Tochey AS

CANDIDATES FOR SENATOR A & P
1. Bill Ball
2. Don Bolton
3. Jim Dieugenio
4. David L. Friesland

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
*1. Stephen Ellis
*2. Ronnie Johnson
*3. Fred Koch
4. Richard Shaffer

AVIATION MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING TECH.
1. Bill Corey
2. Charles Matlock

AVIATION MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
*1. Kenneth P. Bursaw
2. Henry Hansen
3. Jan Nelson

AVIATION MANAGEMENT
1. Robert T. Anderson
2. Jim Bare
*3. Nancy Coates
4. Jesse Kukier
5. Michael T. Harvey
6. Linn R. Henry
7. Hub Seely
8. George Szekely

AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE
*1. Andrews
2. Azarain
3. Steve Barbour
4. Ed Bulor
*5. David Chamiers
6. Craig E. Deiches
7. Ronald R. Devoy
8. Kevin Phillips
*9. Gary Rosmini
*10. James W. Raitt
*11. Clayton Rudd
*12. Stan Steenbock
13. Benjamin Suydam
14. Bruce Terrell

Candidates with an asterisk by their names please see the election committee in the S.G.A. office, otherwise their names will not be included on the ballots.

SGA BBQ

REFRESHMENTS
HAMBURGERS AND BEER
I.D. REQUIRED

SUNDAY SEPT. 26

COMING!

Due to a demand for such, the Avion is starting a classified ads section which will appear weekly on campus. There will be no charge for the services so if you have something to sell or wish to buy something just drop off a few lines at the Avion trailer. Remember, the Avion is ERAU's widest circulated periodical, what better way to reach your prospective market than through us?
SEPTEMBER 24-25
Sig Rush

SNOOPY ANNOUNCES TO ALL
FULL TIME EMBRY-RIDDLE
AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS THAT THEY ARE
INVITED TO ATTEND THE
SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY FALL
RUSH. (ACADEMIC STUDENTS)*

WHEN: FRIDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER
24TH WILL BE THE FIRST
MEETING WHICH WILL BE
A FORMAL SMOKER.
WHERE: SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY
HOUSE LOCATED AT 520 S.
RIDGEWOOD AVE. (U.S. #1)
TIME: 7:30 p.m. UNTIL 9:00 p.m.

THE FRIDAY NIGHT EVENT
WILL BE FOLLOWED BY A
BAR-B-Q AND POOL PARTY
ON SATURDAY BEGINNING AT
4:00 p.m. THE RUShee IS
INVITED TO BRING A DATE
OR HIS WIFE TO THIS
SOCIAL FUNCTION. ALL
FOOD AND BEVERAGES
FURNISHED.

Sigma Chi
International Social Fraternity
Founded -- 1855

OBJECTIVES OF SIGMA CHI

TO CULTIVATE AND MAINTAIN THE HIGH IDEALS ON WHICH SIGMA CHI WAS FOUNDED: FRIENDSHIP,
JUSTICE, AND LEARNING

TO FOSTER AND PRESERVE HIGH ACADEMIC STANDARDS

TO TRAIN THE UNDERGRADUATE IN LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITY AND INSTILL THE IDEA OF GOOD
CITIZENSHIP

TO TAKE INSPIRATION FROM THE WHITE CROSS AND FOLLOW THE CHRISTIAN PRINCIPLES OUTLINED
BY OUR FOUNDERS TO A LIFE OF SPIRITUAL FULFILLMENT

TO STIMULATE PARTICIPATION IN COLLEGE PROGRAMS AND TO DEVELOP CLOSE COOPERATION
BETWEEN SIGMA CHI MEMBERSHIP AND COLLEGE OFFICIALS, FACULTY, AND OTHER STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS

TO PROVIDE A HELPING HAND OF BROTHERHOOD FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF PURPOSEFUL LIVING
BOTH IN THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY AND IN THE YEARS THAT FOLLOW

UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS REQUIRE ALL STUDENTS HERE AT EMBRY-RIDDLE TO COMPLETE
AT LEAST FOURTEEN HOURS OF COLLEGE CREDIT BEFORE THEY CAN PLEDGE A FRATERNITY
ON THIS CAMPUS. IF YOU HAVE FOURTEEN HOURS FROM ANOTHER UNIVERSITY YOU ARE
PERMITTED TO PLEDGE AS A TRANSFER STUDENT. ALTHOUGH A FEW FRESHMEN ARE NOT PERMITTED
TO PLEDGE THE FIRST TRIMESTER, THEY ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SCHEDULED EVENTS AND
IF THEY ARE INTERESTED THEY WILL BE INVITED TO RUSH DURING THE SPRING TRIMESTER.
THE ERAU 500

TWO BIG DAYS

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 7
FRIDAY - OCTOBER 8
9AM to 3PM — BOTH DAYS

LARGEST PURSE EVER OFFERED!!

ONCE AROUND THE TRACK CAN WIN SOMEONE'S RACE FOR LIFE!!!

GET BLANKS AT:
DORM 1
STUDENT CENTER
ACADEMIC COMPLEX

ENTRY BLANK
DONOR PLEDGE CARD

I PLEDGE TO BE A BLOOD DONOR

on DATE
at the
Telephone: HOME OFFICE
Name
Box No.

TO BE HELD IN ROOM 306 OF THE OLD ENGINEERING BUILDING, ADJACENT TO THE STUDENT CENTER.
Behind the Podium

"IN KEEPING WITH ADMINISTRATION POLICY, I WILL BE USING ONLY MODERN TEACHING AND MOTIVATIONAL TECHNIQUES."

The AVION is a weekly publication for Embry-Riddle students partially financed by the Students' Activity fee through the Student Government Association.

Articles may be submitted to the AVION for publication by the administration, the faculty and student body. The AVION deadline is every Monday afternoon at 4:00 P.M. Please mark all items: AVION, and deposit in the basket in the trailer, the suggestion boxes, or ERAU Box 1588.

The opinions expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of the University or all members of the Student Body, nor do letters appearing in the AVION necessarily reflect the opinion of this newspaper.
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HE USED TO BE PRISONER LIASON OFFICER IN N.Y. STATE!